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This Transition Guide outlines many of the changes and new content in the Second
Edition. Use this guide for an easy transition for the new edition.
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IMPORTANT UPDATES:




Redesigned four-color interior layout
Updated tables and images
Glossary

KEY CHAPTER UPDATES
The second edition of An Introduction to American Policing has been revised to
reflect current data, events, and policies. Recent events discussed include police
under unprovoked attacks, police use of drones, and transfer of deadly
pathogens among officers, and human trafficking (to name a few).
Specific chapter updates include:
Chapter 1





The way the American police officer has changed since Ferguson and
Baltimore
The strains of civil forfeiture and its purpose
The mission and theoretical function of law enforcement in the United
States
Police discretion as it relates to recent events

Chapter 2


Common and primary characteristics of events that influence policing in
African nations



Descriptions and impact of the Agents of Compliance upon police
performance
Descriptions and impact of the fear of prosecution among police officers
upon police performance
Responses and outcomes produced through a fear of crime among
residents

Chapter 3



Chapter 4






The criminogenic activities related directly to causation of crime
Latest QOL initiatives used by the police in Chicago and New York City
Documented events that occurred in Ferguson, Missouri after Michael
Brown was killed by the police.
Documented events that led up to the death of Freddy Gray in Baltimore
and the impact of his death upon survivors and law enforcement
Impact of police policy and performance following unprovoked attacks
upon police officers
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Antecedent components of police corruption and police strategies that
seem at odds with a democratic nation
Social environment impact upon the decisions made among law
enforcement officers about their performance




Drone use among law enforcement agencies and future potentials
Issues, remedies, and limitations of fragmentation of policing authority



Detailed data about federal agencies including tribal agencies



Explanation in what way poverty, violence, and prisons impact both
individuals and law enforcement officers





Issues and performance of female law enforcement officers
Issues and performance of female chiefs in law enforcement
Managerial styles of performance among female chiefs compared to
male chief
Philosophy of hiring procedures of law enforcement recruits

Chapter 5

Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Chapter 8



Chapter 11 – New Chapter
 In depth documentation of human trafficking enterprises and their
objectives
 Relationship between human trafficking and terrorism are related.
 The societal issues that enable human trafficking.
 Relationship between the economics of supply and demand fuel human
trafficking.
 The primary issues that law enforcement might confront when policing
human trafficking activities.
 Explanations about the attitudes of victims used against him or her to
further his or her submission into exploitation.
 The primary motivators of international terrorism are addressed.
 Explanations about the societal difficulties in policing terrorism.
 Characterized are the primary obstacles or limitations faced by local law
enforcement in managing both human trafficking and terrorism.
Chapter 12
 The six components that influence contemporary police service linked to
CSI
Chapter 13: New Chapter
 The daily health experiences of most law enforcement occupations
compared with other occupations
 The Agents of Compliance impacting the health of a law enforcement
officer
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The role of police officers in relationship to anarchy and government
corruption
 Discussed are the perspective about law enforcement’s use of force
policy.
 The way social environments affect police officers’ exposure to deadly
pathogens.
 Explained is how the following comment lends itself to officer health
issues including exposure to infectious diseases: the law on the books is
not “what law is.”
 Documented are the ways police legitimacy relates to law and order and
officer health issues.
 The relevance of drug syringe sticks in relationship to police officers and
methods on reducing syringe sticks.
 The consequences to officers arising from hazardous chemical spills.
 The hazards to police officers of clandestine methamphetamine (clan
meth) laboratories.
 Some of the methods of prevention of disease among police officers.
 Characterized are the primary consequences of the Prison Industrial
Complex and its impact upon law enforcement officers
o Discussed is the impact of prisoner round robin effects upon the health
hazards of officers.
Chapter 14







Methods of limiting police discretion
Characterizing police deviance
Understanding police misconduct linked to police subculture
Understanding police opportunities linked to police subculture
Describing factors leading to wrongful acts
Characterizing methods used to control future wrongful acts




Articulates the primary issues linked to the medication of stress
Discusses the future of American policing and the primary issues faced by
police and the public they serve and protect.

Chapter 15

FOR INSTRUCTORS


Updated Instructor Resources, including:
o PowerPoint Presentations
o Test Bank materials, including BlackBoard-, Angel-, Moodle-, and
Desire2Learn-ready versions
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